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Our dear Customer, 

we allow to introduce You our brand new long awaited pronto programme 

365 DAYS 

This is a new project which continuously follows existing pronto 24 HOURS - we overtook all 

bestseller-items and all white fabrics and refreshed with lots of new things (ca 65% overtaken and 

35% new items). 

New NOS programme has got more up-to-date look and is very practical thanks to dividing into 10 

logically sorted parts/folders. This presentation allows You easy finding of proper and the most 

suitable fabric (system of waterfalls). 

Inside LINEN-part there are new blend qualities (cotton/linen) like IMPERIA and ZEFLIN and 

100% linen article SUPER LIN.  

We have added new micromodal-quality called BASSWOOD (natural viscose with cotton 

parameters, comfortable for dressing) which is in part TWILL II. 

Inside POPLIN III. You can find new single poplin-fabric called BOA (NE 50/1). 

We developed new dobby-quality MESH (in WHITE-folder). 

Kindly pay Your special attention to our „GREEN LINE“ - fabrics - these are the same fabrics like 

You already know but with special ecological finishing - saving water, energy, using only minimum 

of chemical-treatment. These all features help to the sustainability of these fabrics. This „line“ is 

marked in green. The best fact is that we keep the same prices as for "usual" finishing. 

We offer full set + quality feelers-book for unit price of 100 EUR + transport costs. 

We are also able to send separate single books for 20 EUR each. Exceptionally we can send 

individual cards. 

We trust that You will enjoy our new programme 365 DAYS and it helps to refresh Your 

offers/collections substantially and You will love it as we love it. 

Starting September 2023 the previous pronto version – 24 Hours – is no longer valid. 

Collection Platinum was updated this spring and remains without any change. 

In case you are interested in the catalog, please contact directly the person who processes your 

market. 

…………………………………………………………….. 

Stanislav Císař – Commercial Director 




